Lemo Connectors for power and bias.

Data Connectors
SAMTEC Part#: FTSH-125-01-L-DV-EK-K
w/ Ejector Latches

Plane Type LED indicators:
3 “on” = preFPIX2
2 “on” = FPIX0
1 “on” = FPIX1

Power and bias connector (30 pin)
3M Part# 3440-6002
w/ Ejector Latches

MDR Connector
3M Part# 10250-6012VC

Plane Type LED indicators:
3 “on” = preFPIX2
2 “on” = FPIX0
1 “on” = FPIX1

Test Points for BCO
Clock Phase Alignment

Thermister measurement post and pads for FPIX0
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